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Monitoring Morale 
 
Teamwork, companionship, and spirit within the office walls are often neglected 
factors in a highly corporate world, no matter the industry. 
 
While performing the tasks that make us financially successful, it’s important to remember the 
importance of our core. A team can employ the most gifted athletes, but that does not necessarily 
guarantee a championship team. A cohesive, bonded group that not only trusts each other, but has 
fun, too, is what wins and ultimately increases the value of the product and company. 
 
I’m lucky enough to work for Woodward Radio Group, a company that highly values workplace 

culture. One major activity that brings the company together is our commitment to the United Way. With the help of an in-
building committee, we decide upon ways to contribute to the United Way in our local community. Most employees chose to 
donate right through their paycheck, but other opportunities provide a chance to be involved as well and even donate to a 
different cause in northeast Wisconsin each month. Woodward holds a day-off raffle monthly with the purchase of tickets 
going toward a different cause each month (January is the warming shelter) and we’ve also started a “Shake of the Day” 
using a dice game as an opportunity to contribute as well. Other activities throughout the year might include a “Jeans Day” 
with a contribution to the United Way in exchange for a casual dress day. These are only a small sample of the activities 
we’re involved in as a company that contribute to our community. By creating a multi-format platform for involvement, we 
bond not only as employees and neighbors, but we’re reminded of the purpose of broadcasting as well: our local community. 
 
Woodward Radio Group also maintains morale through health care and preventative maintenance. Our corporate offices 
prove their concern for employees’ health through various incentives throughout the year. Going through a health risk 
assessment gives the opportunity for a health insurance discount, and the company provides discounts for certain gyms and 
yoga onsite. Other involvements include reimbursements for organized runs or walks and a PACE points system to collect 
points for healthy activities that can be rewarded with prizes. 
 
One of the simplest and most overlooked methods of maintaining staff morale? Fun. Happy employees 
inspire higher quality products and increased results. On Fridays before Packer games, staff is encouraged to wear green and 
gold and every once in a while, we hold potluck lunches to celebrate holidays or a job well done. We recently acquired a dart 
board that provides employee bonding and de-stressing opportunities, and has inspired me to boast to my family and friends 
that “Woodward is the new Google,” a reference to the tech company with an onsite bowling alley. Last Christmas we 
started an Elf on the Shelf project with the sole purpose of maintaining morale and bonding among employees. Individuals 
passed the elf to one another, perpetuating him in various comical scenarios and sharing photos. 
 
While I mentioned only a small example of opportunities to maintain and boost morale, there are many ways to bond 
employees in the pursuit of creating a greater product. Providing activity to strengthen community bonds reminds employees 
of a larger purpose within their market or viewing area. Showing workers that their health, and ultimately their contributions 
matter, inspires the greatest effort toward a higher quality product, and providing more room for fun enables an atmosphere 
for staff to bond and feel more comfortable personally and professionally. By strengthening the ties of your gifted 
performers, you create a team worthy of championship performances! 
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